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URI Protestors March on Capital
An estunated 250,000 \O
J00,000 people took ~art Ill
Ja rge s _t ant 1-_w a.r
1 he
drmonstration IJI the nation s
tmtory m Washington. D.C.
Satlll'da)". The two-pronged
peaceful march extended from
an area on the mall directly
behind the Capitol building to
the Washington Monument by
way of both Pennsylvarua Ave.
and the mall itself.
One hundred and sixtyeigbt
URI $tuden~ boarded buses at
11 :00 Friday night to beei,n
their journey to Washington.
For the complete story of URI
invoh1:ment se.e pages 7-1 0.
In a separate demonstration
later in the aftemoon over
5,000 people were driven by
tear gas from the section of
Constitution Ave. in front of
the Justice Department
building.
The tear gas was released by
police after some of the
demonstrators, demanding the
release of all "political
prisoners" including Black
Panther leader Bobby Scale,
pulled down several American
flags and threw rocks and
firecrackers at police and at the
building.
Although almost I 0,000
Army and Marine Corps troops
were stationed in several of the
federal buildings, they were
not used during either
demonstration. President
Nixon was in his office in the
barricaded White House and,
3ccording to
official
spokesmen, had a normal work
day.
Government opinion of the
march appeared to vary.
Robert T. Klein, press relations
chief for the President, and
Jerry V. Wilson, chief of police
in Washington, both said that
the march was mostly o rderly
9lld peaceful, while John N.

RHODE (
URI STUDENTS who went on Project Exodus buses
participated in all phases of the official Washington
Mirchell, attorney general of
the United States, said that due
to violence in the streets the
march could not
"be
characterized as peaceful."
Estimates of the siu of the
(Continued on page 13)

Appeal Board to Continue
Diliberation on Clough Case
The Faculty Appeal Board
may decide Monday whether
Dr. Garrett C. Clough, assistant
Ptof~ssor of zoology, will
remam on the faculty of URI.
In evidence presented at the
last meeting of the board two
days ago, Prof. Kerwin E.
~Y~d of Zoology, reluctantly
tad into the record a personal
c~rrespondence bet ween
hi::uelf and Dr.Jara.me Pollack
w O was vice president of
a cadem1c affairs during
1968-69
Controversy over the letter
ntered around the fact that
I e letter contained personal
~~~e~ts and evaluations
co c
r. Hyland had made
ncernmg his proposed
l~~mendation _of promo hon
1969 . Clough m January of

1

1n the letter he stated th.at
one of his colleagues, Dr. Vic

Hutchinson of Zoology, wu
against promotion of Dr.
Clough and might try to sway
other department professors to
bis point of view. Dr.
Hutchinson denied the
allegation saying he had only
been vehemently against a
promotion for Dr. Clough "so
soon.
One question arose at the
bearing concerning whether the
criteria for promotion in the
Zoology Department are ba~d
primarily on teaching
effectiveness or on research
and publication.
The Zoology Department.
m the Clough case, apparently
stressed teaching effectiveness
in reaching tile decision to
den) rum tenure.
Dr. Clough ·s research
credentials were held in high
esteem by four out of five
ouLSide evaluators who judged
0

his work.

1

march For the complete story on URl's involvement,
turn to our special supolement on pages 7-10.

Zilly Resigns
John L. Zilly, URI head football coach !or the past seven
years, is expected to have resigned this morning from this
position. At BEACON presstime
this morning a press conference was called for 9;30 at tbe
Faculty Center at which Zilly
was to anoowice his decision
Reasons for Zilly's resignation were not yet released at
press time, even by Athletic Director Maurice Zarchen. The
resignation. however, does
come at the end of another season of poor showings by the
URI football team.
Reliable sources report that
a new football coach was to be
appointed at this · morning's
press conference
coach lilly 's contract. dull
to terminate in February of
1968, was extended· in 1966
until February. I 970. The
Board of Trustees of State
Colleges approved the
extension, and it was
recommended that a higher
salary be considered.
At 0,e time of tbe contract

extension, former
URI
president Francis H. Horn, said
the extension indicated a "vote
of confidence in the coach and
the pla Yt:TS...
Coach lilly is a graduate of
Notre Dame where he was a
candidate for All-American
honors. He played with the Los

Angeles Rams and the
Philadelphia Eagles and served
as end coach for three years at
his alma mater.
Coach Zilly joined URI in
February of l 962 after serving
as end coach at Bro\VI
University.
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Blue Key, Sachems Drop
URI Promotion 'Project '74'
Two efforts to promote the
University of Rhode Island
right here in our state,
sponsored by Blue Key and
Sachems , were recently
dropped. The activiti~s
included a series of talks m
high schools within the state
by members of the Blue Key
and Sadlems, and Project '74
where high school students
from state high schools are
brought to URI.
Despite rumors to the
contrarY, James W. Eastwood,
dean of admissions, said that
he bad never refused URI
students permission to visit
Rhode Island high schools.
Dean Eastwood went on to say
that he had been approached
by members of Blue Key and
Sachems, but that he bad been
"confused about exactly what
the tallcs would have been
about."
Doan Eastwood eitplained
Project '74 as being an effort
to recrw.t more outstandulg
high scliool students to come
to URI. It was sponsored by
the Sachems and Blue Keys. He
went on to say that the
program was aimed at trying to
get more of the students who
were "live wires of their
classes."
Jeffrey Miller, a member of
Blue Key, said that Project '74
had fallen through for two
reasons - a lack of funds and a
lack of manpower. He said that
the project had originated by
the Sachems, but that Blue
Key became involved to supply
needed manpower. 1n spite of
the additional personnel, the
project lacked funds. The
Student Senate was unable to
give the Sachems money for
the project because there was
no constitution.
Dean Eastwood said that he
saw nothing wrong with
inviting groups to URI and

entertaining them for a
weekend, but that he was
afraid that the program would
break down into one big
"mowjob." He said that there'
might be certain questions
asked during tours that the
guides would be unable to
answer.
Dean Eastwood said that no
one was more enthusiastic
about URI than he 'MS, but
that URI "wam't the answer to
all students. State studenb:
might fmd a fuller challenge at
another school." he said that
there were important
considerations to be made
before accepting the invitation
of a college or university. "It is
not our policy to twist the
arms of prospective students."
The proposed talks were
meant to provide high school
students with some kind of an
insight into college life, and

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any student interested iD a
Drug Bducation Committ~e
Meeting meet at Memorial
Union on
Wednesday,
November 19, at 1:00 p.m.
(See bulletin board in lobby.)

PRE-REGISTRTION
SPRING, 1970
ALL STUDENTS PICK UP

Redmen Unheate11
The University
of
Massachusetts clinched an
Wldefeated Yankee Conference
football season Saturday with a
48-7 victory over the
University of New Hampshire.
An intercepted pass on the
UMASS 35 yard line gave New
Hampshire the set up for its
only score of the day. Two
plays later Bill Nichols plunged
over from the one yard line for
the score.
Mark Russell and Pat
Scavone each scored two
touchdowns for UMASS. The
Redmen are 6-2 overall for the

season.
were aimed at the more
important students. They were
to clear the way for Project

PRE-REGISTRATION MATERIALS
Thurs. & Fri._- Nov. 20 & 21
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

MEMORIAL UN ION BALLROOM

COMMUNICATE
WITH YOUR
PR.OF

'74.

Gladdings Holds
Fashion Show
A fashion show on the
theme of "Lollipops and
Roses" was held before an
audience of about 80 in the
Union Ballroom Thursday
night.
The show, which was
sponsored by the Activities
Committee, presented the
latest in women's fashions.
Gladdings of Providence
donated the dresses and coats
used in the show
The event was directed by
Pat Long, fashion coordinator
at Gladdings, with the
asmtance of Natalie Tetreault,
also of Gladding:,. Ten URI
coeds modeled the clothing.
The girls, who had volunteered
to help at the show, are
memben of the activities
committee.
1be show reflected the
current trend toward leather
velvet and the lllll.JU coat:
Several leather dresses and
pants suits were shown as well
as the immortal miDJ dress
among the 45 piece display,
The mo,t favorable re&J>Onse
from the few m.iles in the
audience occurcd when the
velvet dre&SCS were modeled.

MoM notable were green velvet

pan 11 with Shortsleeve
overblouse and the gr~ velvet
llwt, with ve,t and white
blou1e
Three door prize, were
rafned during lDternuss,on in
the one hour show. Two
cameras 1nd • US gift
certlf1Qtc from Gta<klmp were
IJYtn to the pcnon1 WJtb the
luckv numben,

The college you can't get intowithoutajob.
T_h e college is ours-We,tem Elec:tric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey,
Like your college, ours has Q campus with dorms, dinin halt
labs and a library, Unllke yours y
•
.
i
11,
• oucant11,etmtoounwithoutaJ·ob.
Aj ob atwo,l om Electric.
Our ltlldents-engineers, mana,ers and oth
f
,
develop and upend their skill1 thr h
. er pro eas,onals.
.
·
oua a vanety of courses, from
COfl)OTate ope~tiona to computer electronics. To hel brin bett
telephone ~rv1ce and equipment, throull,h the Bell
i
er
For •nlormation oont•i;t
~,..,em.
RelaUon:, N-ier W Ntem : / ~ 1'.leceinent office. Or -write: Collo14t
York, New Y~'- lOOJ8 ,.~ ':_~.Co., Room 1500, lll Broadway,
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Exod11s To Fo1~111ulate Plans
For December Moratorium

E~odUS w.11 meet today at
knocked down by the surging
, -(10 p.m, to di~cus,, rlan, for cro wds
tbr future{ :"dno~~rm~~~~h .~
Mr. O'Brien des.:ribed their
program O . 'ties
action as "beautiful." William
1
mo~ton u,1' naecnbYJa m~mber of Southern, an Exodus member
Bill 0 •8
•
.
on band dunng the crisis said
tbc trroup s Secretanal, rtated ' They were fantastic.. '
·
that oo defuute plans have
·
befD a~cd upon by the
KathyVolpe,alsoamember
organization and that whatever of the Secretariat, said she
,u'on
is,
taken,will
be
a
result
..
•~
uopes th ~ misunderstandings
oftodaysmtet.m.g.
.
and
misrepresentations
Announced moratonUJ'l SlllTOunding the cnation of
. n th will
Exodus will be rectified now
3 cb.,1ties for next mo
u_
local action .
h
b
e -pbasize
~·
.,_
d
Ian
t
at t Miss
e Washington
is
O'Brien said =O us P s to over.
V0 1
. 01crisis
d
play a part in the pr<;>gram.
pe SlJl.,.e out
This ty~ of action IS lJ1 line
with Sen. Mark Hatfield's
(R-Oregon) recommendations
for effective protest. Sen
Hatfield advised 5!Udents to
work in the II . Io cal
•
•
communities and ~nlist the
support of commurut y po'1Cr
" ln_vestigative reporting is
structures. He made th e more importan t than a fourth
t
talk t battalion in the police force."
d ·
recommen at.Ions a a
a This v.as 5aid by investigative
Edwards
Auditorium
two reporter
for L'I fe ltllgazin e,
weeks ago.
·
Mr. O'Brien said he does not Denny Walsh at a speech he
anticipate that Exodu s will made Monday night in the
comply with Student Senate Memorial Union.
demands that it submit a
An
interested 3 n d
constitution . He said he feels responsive group-of students
Exodus has no need for a and faculty members filled the
structural organization because room to capacity Mr. Walsh
it is pr i mar i I y
a n spoke about his experience and
action-oriented group.
o pinion of inves tigative
Mr. O'Brien had a great deal reporting.
to say about the Washington
Mr. Walsh said that he has
Peace March. Despite the fact been a reporter for Life for
that Rhode Islanders did not over a year , formerly working
march as a body because of the f O r
Th e
S t • Louis
tum t he said t hat Globe-De mocrat. He said Life
lar
ge 60ouRhode
•
about
Islanders has created a " defens1·veness of
marched with their banner, and newspapers in the country." he
a number of locals infiltrat ed said th.at since Life has
other delegations for the r e ported certain s tories
procession down Pennsylvania investigating crime in the
Ave.
country, it has been necessary
Mr. O'Brien countered Atty. for newspapers to take a stand
Gen. John Mitchell's claim that oo these issues.
the demonstration could not
He spoke about the lack of
be considered peaceful. He said incentive and competition
the Attorney General ..has which now prevails among
vested interests."
newspapers in the country. He
He singled out t wo URI said that there 1s no paper
students, Paul Peterutti and which is hungry enough to
John E. Tarasavich, for their print the news. Newspapers
work as a "medic team." Mr. and their owners have molded
Peterutti and Mr. Tarasavich, into the establishment, he said.
according to several reports, They are not about to "rock
rushed into the gas-filled area the boat" because there is
in front of the Justice nothing to gain except the
Department to rescu e public good.
front-liners who had been
Mr. Walsh said that
overcome by teargas and n e wspapers are fooling
.,--------~---~..:t~h em s e 1v es with their

~·

the "BtiACON" as II source of
nusrc:presentahon.
Moratonum day acttvtty
was skimpy on the URI
cam Pus .
Students (or
Democratic A ct ion, in
cooperatJon with Exodus,
sponsored o. talk by the Rev.
Herbert Edwards. Graduate
studenh held a "study-in." A
number of students boycotted
cl
asses.
According to Mr. O'Brien,
next month's focus will return
to the campus with the move
fo.r local action against the
Vietnam war.

p rob.e Reportm
· g Missm
· g
In u s Press·. Walsh

i n v o l v e m en t
in the
establishment. They think that
what is good for the
establishment is good for the
entire public. He said, though,
that they do not really believe
this. Mr. Walsh said that the
circle of subjects and
individuals for criticism has
grown tighter and tighter and
he has felt a "noose around his
neck . "
Involvement of
administrators and advisors
has bo und the area of effective
reporting. These are main
problems of the papers today ,
Mr. Walsh said.
Llfe magazine has been
successful in reporting as well
and as truthfully as possible he
feels . The stories that they
have covered have been
available to newspapers, . the

DivoU Reprimands Senator~

F~~-~~~.r. !:~~i?,~~~o~o?~(~~.
0

Senate session revealed growing
displeasure among senaton as
to their conduct dunng
meetings. At one point
Pres Iden t
Alan Divoll
threatened to walk out if order
was not maintained. Previously
President Divoll had repeatedly
a~ked for order, and the
senators repeatedly continued
the atmosphere
A
._,_ of an informal
party.
t law, time Divoll,
obviously angered by the
senate's
indifference to his
I
f
Peas
or quiet, verbally
·
ded
the senators and
repnman
issued his threat. Senator Beryl
Joh.nston said the senators had
· "acted like idiots" and she
voiced strong disapproval of
their conduct , while including
herself among those who were
guilty. Senator Diane Rodi
called the Senate "a joke., and
questioned the rationality for
its continued existence. while
Senator Randy Lowe appealed
to the senators to maintain
order and observe t he
Pro vis i o n s of their
constitution. Monday night's
meeting seemed to be a

papers have just failed to cover
them. He said that there are
certain advan tages to magazine
reporting. There is an
impresonalness in magazine
reporting because there are no
community entanglements as
th e re are JD local or
metropolitan papers.
After the speech questions
were asked by the audience.
Following this refreshments
were served for all who
attended.

concern some senators huve
cxprcs~ed regnrding the
unprofess1onal c-0nduct ol thlll
year's Student Senate . Senat<Jr
Lowe alao voiced the growing
criticism of the student body
for their rcpre:sentatives.
The Senate sat m stunned
silence as they were
reprimanded by President
Divoll and later by their own
members. Senator Johruiton
asked e:ich person to examine
his conscience and to act
accordingly.
The senate adjourned with
noticeable consternation, and
po$Sibly new priorities will be
formed for next week's
meeting.
_ _ __ _

NOT I CE. Meeting of
students interested in History
Depar tment programs, on
November 23, 1969 at 7 p.m.,
Room 322 of the Memorial
Union, to elect representatives
to student-faculty committee
on undergraduate history
curriculum revision.
$200.00 was lost m the
Union Saturday. Reward
offered if returned. Please
contact Thomas W.T. Troy,
Dept. of Chemical Engineering,
10 Fortin Road, Kingston, R.I
Phone. 789-0878.

THE "CARPENTER'S"
AID" -or-the Faculty
" FICKLE Fl NGER. .of
FATE" AWARD

....

''I know the wa,: home
with my eyes closed.''
Then you know lhe way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty ot sleep.
11 thal happens on your way home
tor Thanksgiving, pull o~er, take a break
and take two NoDoz&. It'll help you dri.,.e hom.i
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No car should be without it.

•
In Review:
by Rosalie Targonski

The Fantasticks
(Lo1m1). wtnn.ing the audience

off!" the minute she stepped on
Joyce succesafully
conveyed the youth, vitality.
and wide-1:yed innocence of
the character.
Elliott Shriftman and James
Metcalfe gave excellent
performances as the fathers of
Matt and Louisa. Both brought
tremendous ch.anlcterization to
their parts. Portraying two
typical meddlesome fathers,
who believed that children
should be like vegetables predictable, they were truly
comic. and extremely likable,
figures.
Bringing added humor to
the play were Dale DeGroff
and Robert Riemer. Dale
played Henry, a wandering
actor who was employed by El
Gallo in his "education" of
Matt and Louisa and their
fathers. Though he gave a fine
performance. he was somewhat
overshadowed by that of Bob
Riemer, who portrayed his
sidekick. Having tremendous
voice and body control, Bob
successfully came across as the
old and feeble Mortimer. He
was extremely well-received by
the audience, because of his
effective characterization of
the put-upon sidekick.
The cast would not have
been complete without the
artistry and grace of Mek
Keegan as the Mute. Despite
the fact that sho had no lines,
she was amazingly successful in
creating her part. As El Gallo's
assistant and setter of scenes,
Mek developed her role and
PROCEEDS FROM
made it important to the play
through her exquisite 111e of
THE "CARPEMT£1l'S
hand movements and dance.
AID" GO TO THE
The set was extremely
UNITED FUND
simple - perhaps, for some,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . too simple. But more scenery
•
was unnecessary, and may

This week
Quinn
auditorium was again the scene
of a tremendous theatre
presentation.
THE
FANTASTICKS, the fint of
this seeson 's studio lab shows.
waa a student-produced and
-directed offering. with
minimal assistance from
faculty and advison. Though it
wu completely a student
effort, there was a definite
unity among all facets of the
product !on-on-stage ,
backstage. and technically.
Kimber Wheelock, in the
role of El Gallo. gave an
excellent performance as the
narrator-participant. He
effectively served as the bridge
between the audience and the
players. Throughout the
production, El Gallo informed
the audience of the
background and thoughts of
the characters. As he entered
the action, the transition was
smooth, and he successfully
carried the audience with him
into the stream of events.
The role of the Boy (Matt)
was played to perfection by
Mike D' Antuono. His acting
and singing talents combined
to produce a character who
was more than believable - he
wu real. For a few hours the
Boy lived on stage in the
person of Mike D'Antuono.
Adding eq_ual excitement to
the production was Joyce
. Jackson, a deliaht as the Girl
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uncommon feeling of unity s~o crowda on the three
throughout ~paration for the origlnally«beduled nights and
p I I y. Thu unity ~as WU held over - extraordinazy
unmiatakably preeent dunna for a studio lab presentation!
the performances as well. u all The director and the entire cut
ultimately have serffd as a mernben of the cast combined and
crew
of THE
distraction. With the use of a their talents in producing a FANT ASTICKS is to be
few props. provided by the ___, ff ct
congr_a~ulated
on
a lnll
"vidl
t..;....,eec:,
Mute, the PIayers n . Y se
It is also notable that THE magruf,cent production.
Y
each scene ~o/ough their own FANTASTICKSr played to
talent, creatlVlty, and rxcellent ·
characteriution. Also helpful
in realizing each situation was
the extensive use of the aisles.
Thus, when the actors left the
stage it seemed as though they
were actually going somewhere
- and taking the audience with
them. Costuming and lighting
were also effective in creating
the mood of the play.
The music, provided by
piano and drums, contributed
greatly to the play as a whole,
aside from the musical
numbers themselves. Played at
various parts throughout the
play, it was just enough to be
noticed, yet was never
distracting. Choreography,
though not extensive, was fine
and successfully played its part
in the production. Perhaps, the
show's weakest feature was the
singing, in a few cases not at its
best. Concerning this, the
director, Thom Brennan, said
that be had cast more on acting
ability. rather than singing
talent. His point here is that
THE FANTASTICXS has so
much to offer that it would be
ineffectual to have people who
could stand on stage and SU\g
beautifully, but who wouldn't
put the emotion and
excitement into the songs, as
his cast did.
Following Friday night's
performance, the audience was
invited to stay and meet the
director and the cast. At this
time they could not 1,k
questions about the production
and give criticisms-good· and
bad. During this discussion
period, Thom Brennan also
said th.at the cast possessed a.n

atage,

C~ 19 ~ MrJ')

ON CAMPUS SERVICE FROM
U.R.I. STUDENT UNION

KlllSGROVE AlRPORT

80 sTON
NEW
LONDON

Start your trip right on campus with frequent daily
&eMce to polnta ltatedabove Late model. lavatory.equipped, air-conditioned coaches . Reclining seats
reading lights. courteoue. experienced drivers. '

CHARTER COACHES AVAILABLE

c~e JJl]mMi'!JjJJ/[J)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CAll 783-4214

Stillman McAndrew Travel, Sh.1dent Union

r-----------------------

h.i.s.

BODY SHIRT

Dining Halls Not
Overcrowded, No
Buildings Planned
Despite student complaints
the_Director of Dining Service~
office refuses to recogniz.e a
problem of overcrowding in
the dining halls.
"Dining habits" cause long
lines and waiting at some meals
according to Robert B.
Faulkner, Assistant Director of
Dining Services said. He cited
Roger Williams as attracting
more students for supper than
for lunch, as an example,
Even though there has been
an increase in enrollment of
1,14\J students over last year
only 164 additional meai
tickets are in circulation he
said.
'
The dining senioe, office
Mr. l_'aulkner expWned, ~
prepanng • report of the
aeating capacities of the dinini
halls and of m~ book
circulation. Tho report should
be out this week and will be
aftilable to everyone, he u.id.
It .u ID ~ual report, the
~ t director u.id, not 1
apecJ.l report prompted by
student complaints.
Willi.am R. Taylor, director
of ~ eerrices, told the
Dln,na Senicea Stlldeut,
AdYllOry Board at their Oct
28th meeting lhat there will
not be a new dining hall bullt
~•er ~11 completion of tbe
Hou.sm, 70" dorms that !\ne
• capacity of 500 atudent, He
llid there will be 4100 to
1t ude nta pureh.uing meal
bools_when th~ new halls u c
occutned , "Thi, number iJ the
cap■cf,tY of existing dining
balls, Mr. Tavlorr said.

4400

GOB SHOP

DALE CARLIA SHOPPING CENTER
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
Open Friday Evenings Until 9 :00

PIER CINEMA
NARKA~SETT, R. I.
fHONE 783--4291

Wednesday through Tuesday
RATED X

THE NAUGHTIEST DELIGHT OF ALL

LIBERTINE~"

SMOWN FRI., SAT. -

7 & 9 P.M.

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY -

7:30 P.M.

NO ONE UNDEll 18 ADMITTED

POSITIVE ID llEQUIR£D l

n,e URI Soocon, Wednesdov, November 19, 1969
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BULLETIN
BOARD -

Yl...,.,-d,y, Nov. 19
..,_1DterD.1tlonal Food Fair.
RID %11

~'nldtnt-Faculty Sukl'tball
tkM.- (adm. SOt), Lobby

1 oo-EJucauoo cont., Senate

5

ce30~_
,I;:. S!GNI Up /-!ERE

i:0(\-01.S!- uffkers' Exec Bd •
RIil ~
1 oo-(}m1cron Nu Panel,

Brows Rm

I oo-Panbcl Rush com·o., Ed

/-OR

BETHLEHEM · S~EL

wards
3 oo-AAUP, Rm 320

INTERVIEWS

J•Ot\...-Frosb Class Officers'

convention, Ballroom
, oo-GSA Fol'elin Languagl'

r::::=!>

Com., Rm 122

4 00--SEC, Rm 308
,.00--Si&◄P, Rm 331

1:oo-APO, Rm 118

1:30-All Nations· Club, Ind .

.Aud.

7:30-Peace Colloquium, Rm
322
7:30--YAF, Rm 306
8:00--Rev Herbert Edwards

tSCARl, Ballroom
s oo--SJ.14S, Rm 334
8:30--Faculty & Guest Recital, Fine Arts Recital Hall
Thund■y, Nov. 20
94--Frosh Class Officers' election, Lobby
M--Pre-registntion cardi,
Ballroom
3:30--HOPE, Rm 316
6:00--Panbel Exec., Senate
uo--Paobtl. Senate
6:30--WAA. Rm ll8
S:30--Frat Bouse managera;
Rm 316

7:00-Stu-Seo. Communications
Com., Rm 122
7100--Natural Childbirth (Hom<'
Ee Club), Ballentine 104
7:00--United World Federalists,
Rm 931
7:30--An Nations Exec., Rm

Come as you are!

~

7:30--WRIU Staff, Rm 322
7:45-Uoioo Major Events

Com., Brows. Rm
8:00--Local 528, Rm 320
8:00--Folk Dance Group, Lippitt

Frid1y, Nov. 21
M--Class Officers• elections.

Lobby
M-Pre-reglstration cards,

Ballroolll
2:45-Black Studies Com .. Rm
306
3:00--Sacbems, Rm 305

3:31}.....Eoglish Dept. Faculty
Colloquium, Brows. Rrn
6:IS--Hillel Services, Chapel
7:30---Film, THE TIGER AND
THE PUSSYCAT, Edwards
S1turday, Nov. 22
U 31}.....Panbel Round-robin.

Ballroom
7:30--Film, THE TIGER AND
THE PUSSYCAT, Edwards
Sunday, Nov. 23

10:00-Hfilel Sunday School,
Rms 306, 308 & 320
ll:30-Paohel Round-robin,
Ballroom
1:30--Nicola Marionettes, Edwards (S. C. Junior Women,'
Club)
?:00-HJstory Assoc., Rm 322
?:30-FiJm, THE LONGEST
DAY, Edwards
S:30-URJ OPERA (Geoffrey
~lbbs, Dir.), Fine Arts Recital Hall
Monct.y, Nov. 24
3:00-Brown Univ. M.A.T Pro-

iram, Rm 320

4:00-Student Traffic Appeab
Board, Rm 306
4:00-S!C, Rm 308
6:30-Studeot Senate Senate
S:~xmas Concert Chorus re-

uetnal, Edwards

7:00-Studenl-Faculty Basket7_ball Game, Keaney <adm .50)
-30-Perspective Rm 331

7:4S-Honors Colloq'uium Ind
Aud
'
W~nesday, Nov. 24
l2:50-:-Tbanksgiving Recess
Beg10,,__ __

Now·s the time to sign up at your placement office for an Interview with the Bethlehem S1eel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you askedl It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem. Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then , onwjird and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurgical departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, Including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
including ~esponsibllity for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaklng operations. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions In steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and min~. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing. and fabricating operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments In engineering. field erection, or works
management. S1eel plant. mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).

1
.,. Loo~:: : •~::~'" "'

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant. fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most
modem and efficient in the Industry. This 10.0',0-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to miry ng engineers. Also: Research.
,
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS-Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities In
our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central
Technical Division, our design and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those fisted
above. Seniors enrolled In such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an Interview.
ACCOUNTANTS-Graduates In accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting i.:re preferred)
are recruited for training for supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
degrees In liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
Invited to discuss opfortunitles In the Sales Department.
Some non-technlca graduates may be chosen to fill
openings In steel plant operations and other departments

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet. "Careers with Bethlehem S1eel and

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer

l;i;)
~

EDITORIALS

•

Peace March·
Many Americans talked against the war, then
organized against the war and worked on political
campaigns against the war. All this failed to end
the war. Then Americans planned massive
demonstrations, and on October 15 in cities and
t_pwns across America we protested for peace.
Saturday, we v.ent to Washington. Hundreds of
thousands came by buses and cars and on foot.
They went with what a member of the URI
Exodus movement called a ''political responsibility
to remain peaceful." We 111lfChed and stoo<t for
hours in freezing temperatures to demonstrate that
this war must end and we must have "Peace Now."
It is apparent from police reports and by personal
eyewitness that everyone wasn't peaceful. I believe
these people can be separated from the massive
majority who went and remained in peace.
A friend felt the protest approached a "religious
experience.•· Thousands of people jammed
together remaining courteous and considerate.
Those who called this the act of a few
"intellectual snobs," must now view thousands
differently. The attempts by high government
officials to censor the American people and press
was formally rejected. We will not be denied the
freedoms that we are supposedly fighting for in
Vietnam.
What is unique about the Washington March is
not necessarily size, but its character. Many said of
Woodstock that it was amazing how so many could
remain so close with so little violence. This was
true of daytime Washington. As night came, other
alien forces arose and, as in any moment, abused
the occasion for the sake of confrontation.
We should not think however, that Washington
did anything but keep pressure on for withdrawal.
December 15 is only a month away! Peace Now.

Comment on URI
As of late, it has seemed necessary to make
critical distinctions in arguments concerning this
country's i.e. the university's, political life. It has
been necessary precisely because of the lack of
such crucial distinctions in our community. Last
week we discussed such all too evasive phrases as
"all power to the people," and the week before
the need for clarity, even on the part of "liberals.,;
Many have resented and opposed these
distinctions. Too often in response, we assume this
is because they are culpable. But just as wrong as
hasty generalization is taking the route of least
resistance f.or a cause. The frustration of our
system forces many to compromise on basic values
in search of some obvious good.
For example. it is good to actually aid and help
residents of Peace Dale who find themselves
trapped economically and politically by the
system.
Yet in aiding, if we ignore or forget other basic
values, what have we accomplished? We have
merely continued and enhanced a corruption in
our society. Now perhaps, we can be accused of
playing the role of an old lady wringing her hands
and crying out at the slightest provocation. We
prefer to take the risk of that analogy, than to have
ignored this trend. If we are concerned for this
society, then caution and critical distinctions must
be made. If they are not made, our concern is for
nothing.
As of late, we have madedistinctions, because 1f
we are going to be the reformers of a "sick"
society. we must not be as sick ourselves. This is
not a call for purified causes or workers, but rather
a striving toward the values we so easily espouse.
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SupJllement:
Ulll Students
on the
\Vashiugton l\:larch

[

1:,v John Silva
beacon rcportt-r
The \larch ~n Wa~h.in~ton !~st SJ ~ rday was, for the 1.68 people who left UR I by
hU> Fnday, a time ot an:\J~ty, lrustratto n. and t·motio nal release. a~ well as a time to
1,eu i\itnes, to their oppos1t1on to the Vietnam War.
·:ime were i;a,,ed at the !ust1.:e ~ epartme~t , some were heckled ,11 the rest stops
along the w:iy an_d ~ost exh1b1ted pnde at hanng participated in the largest anti-war
protest in the nation s history.
The URI marcher~ were unable to take part in the main march down
Pennsylvania because th~ time. limit on t~e parade permit was about to expire when
the) arrived at the star ting po int. They did , however, participate in the rally at the

Washington Monwnent.

The Beginning
The journey began when
about I 00 people attended a
meeting of Project EJ(odus a t
9:00 p.m. in IJldependen ce
Auditorium. Bill O 'Brien, a
graduate student at URI and
one of the organizers of the
Exodus group. told the
:tudience what route th e march
would t ake a nd what
preparations sho uld be made.
He urged everyone to dress
warmly and for rain. A sheet
w as to rn
to
make
handkerchiefs for those who
bad none to be used in case of
tear gas. Mr. O'Brien then
described the various types of
gas used in riot control. "I
hope what we are i:oin2 to say
now will not be necessary," be
said. He listed five types ·or tear
gas used in the U.S. and
warned everyone not t o rub
his eyes if he were gassed.
Someone in the audience
said that the police had already
used tear gas. Toe news. seemed
to produce a shock wave which
went through the room forcing
everyone to realize the
seriousness and potential ·
danger of the march.
The New Mobilization
Committee to End the War in
·~ l 1 ~ ( •"• " ' ' " " Mohe ). the

had plans to furnish lawyers to
anyone arrested during the
main march down Pennsylvania
Avenue and at the rally at the
Washington Monument. But
the New Mobe did not plan to
give legal services to students
arrested elsewhere in the city
Mr. O'Brien gave a phone
number in Adelphi, Maryland
to call if any URI students
were arrested. Someone would
be there with over $S00 in bail
money, be said.
"I believe it is the political
responsibility for all here to
follow the instructions of the
marshalls," Mr. O'Brien said.
About eight students had
volunteered to act as marshalls
for the URI group. They wore
blue armbands with "RJ.
Marshall'' printed on them.
Two marshalls were assigned to
each bus to insure that no one
was left behind at the rest
stops and to maintain order
during the march. About five
student medics were also
assigned to the buses.
Mr. O' Brien also said that he
b e li e ved
it
was
the
re s ponsibility of everyone
going on the buses to a ct
no n-violently . "If there 1s any
violent1:," he said, " it will not

The
Journey
Four buses, chartered from
the Pawtuxet Valley Bus Co.,
left from the Memorial Union
shortly after 11 :00 p.m. Toe
first bus had developed trouble
with its air brakes; therefore a
plan was devised whereby the
first two buses would remain at
the first rest stop for repairs
while the last two would
continue on. This split the
small convoy into two parts, an
arrangement which was
followed
to and from
Washington.
Toe anxiety in the gioup
seemed to decrease once the
vehicles were underway. Most
of the riders were URI
students, but several professors
and non-academic people also
went by bus.
Toe buses were filled to
capacity
but
a
few
"stowawa)•s" managed to find
space to sit down in the aisles.
One had hitchhiked from
Boston when the tires on the
bus he was to have taken were
slashed . Another was a
16-year-<ild high school girl
from the area.
Many of the marchers
brought food and blankets to
make thi:ir journey less painful.
Verv little conversation took

IN THE SHADOW of the Washington Monument:
Protesters arriving for Morch on the Capitol.

All Photos By

ED FRISELLA
Beacon Chief Photogra pher
WITH THE LAST of the four U RI buses arriving In Washington Project
Exodus, demonstrators now start their long march toward the moll, which
is between the WashingtOfl Monu ment ond the Capitol.
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THOUSANOS OF PROTESTORS as they appear marching from

the Capitol Building to the White House on Pennsylvania Ave-

PROTESTC>JtS beginru~ the MOKh from the moll
aown Penn!>tlvonlo Ave. and boc k t o the mall . The
deroonstroto~ ore exe rc,smq their right of prt')test

05

nue. The mingling of oil ages shows that this was not o prot6t
of only the young.

symbolized by the Capitol Build ing In the back-

ground

( Conllo~ from page 7)
place aunng the tnp, as most
people tried to sleep in the
uncomfortable seats.
The first rest stop was at the
Mayflower Diner, off the
CoM ecticut Turnpike. About a
dozen students entered the
diner but were derued service
b ecause they had no
"reservations." Police arrived,
a pparently called by. the
management, and accord10g to
one girl, tried sympatheticallY
to perruade the students
outside the diner not to enter.
Another student said, however,
that eventually the police
talked the management into
serving the marchers a few at a
time.
Between the diner and a
store also in the rest area, 3
small group of students was
forced to scatter when 3 car
was driven directly toward
them. No one was tut.
.
Three men ~landing by their
85
car heckled the students
they walked to the 5iore,
"Peace, Peace," they 531d,
givmg the V for peace sign "'1~
thel! fingers. They also laus)i(d
at a student medic who walke
with J cane.
The first l wo bu~;
rcmamed at the stop until 1
brakes on the fir.;l bus wcrt
0
fi~ed. The second 1"
continued on to th,: noxt SIOP,
Se~
a charter bus stop 111 • all
Jersey. Dozens of buSO,
carrying young marchers fro~
various points in tbe NorlhtJ~
had stopped there, Ooodll\8 tll
( Continued on paae t)

~
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ttm,ugh lht'l c,.,(j au to the

tr.co

...~'""

,ch hu.ni;r)' fllccs

~

!b,lt,,

onl'.'

~ported

stAp0$ •«-~
wht(h

WIIS

for thl' march

on the

M.n

hrhin d

tt>c URI buses lhe Cap,tol hulldmi,;.
i,ct.lllll
A man who .-as •
When the ~oup of i,t,out SS
~ t11rre
\'tet.n•m dl'.'nouoced i:cachcJ II small rark across
111
a,:iruit
the
Washingt o n
1 as "Godda•M lfl,m
tilt Jl~C!' '
s,>ml'.'one potted th" first two
llPl"rs.
nd patlf of l,u,-rs bu,es amt yE>lled for them to
'Jb,.' ~oo \\'ashinglon uft~r sl<•p l'he ,tudents at lh ti park
,rnted n1a, 1t1l•ro1n,g, After i.oon ugreed to wail for the
~ i)O "J~es ~re pa.rkcJ DC'lll (llh~rs lo puk their bu~cs and
1h "'~ 0 MC'mo1ral, the catch up.
the JeuCr-'l'bl•pn to waI'"
fbtr<'

!11,rcbtn

'fhe ~larch
ihe two groups had at-out IO New Mohe marsh :111$

mar,hers approached wirh arms
outstretched a.ud linl.ed , telling
the ~tudcnts not to filt er m to
the C'~P~,i:Q'one to link arms the main march.
to J6;ucb close together. They
Tension and frus1 ration
and tb!S wa~ necessary . lo reach~d a chma:,; at this point
SIi
t the group from being with students yelling, " l et's do
pi:ven in the crowd,·d Mall. something" and "let's go" at'
sphlfiu.; the)' met with little tile URI marshalls. The group
,\t ' : as $Cvcral students seemed to be ahout to move
su,ct lained that they did ~ot toward the Avenue.
COllllP to be ordered like
A man, apparently with the
•'lll
;olJitr.;
d New Mobe, walked over to the
BY the time they reache
angry student s and told the m,
the staging area. however, the "Titis is just what the Nixons
mv,:hc!S had tinled arms. But and the Agnews want, for us to
iht URl group cune to a d~ad violate the parade permit." He
<top when it was face~. with then urged them to walk back
thousands of peopl~ W81Ung to down the Mall to the
ter the main march. Monument to attend t he rally.
~nfus;ion reigned as it became
Tb.is calmed the students
impossible to move or to tell who stopped shouting and
where the UR I group ended began to march toward the
and the other groups b_egan.
rally area at the other end of
After about 30 nunutes. a the Mall.
,tuMnt climbed a tree near the
While marchrng toward the
~ew Mobe's emergency Monument, the students
~edical tent and unfurled a chanted, "Peace Now'' and
Rhode Island state flag. He was "We want Peace." They h eld
Joined by another stude~t with their arms upright and gave the
3 sheet with "Uruversity of
peace sign. The marchers also
Rhode Island" written on it. sang the Beatles· song, "Give
They called for all Rhode Peace a Cha n ce." The
Wand marchers to regroup frustration which was evident
near the tree.
before seemed to be released
The tree was only I 00 feet through singing.
away but the area was
The students flashed the
occupied by a mass of bodies, peace sign to policemen
making a movement toward
the tree impo~ble. So
individually and in small
groups, the URI marchers
filtered through the crowd and
re--grouped near the tent.
After the rally ended at
The URI marshalls sought
permission from the New Mobe 5:00 p .m. the URI group broke
officials to join the march up , w i th some students
down Pennsylvania Avenue. returning directly to the buses,
But it soon became apparent while others went into the
that the group would not be streets of the capital. The buses
able to enter the main march were not scheduled to leave
until after the permit expired. until 8:00 that night.
The URI marsballs urged
About 12 URI students
the students to disperse and to suffered from the effects of
walk into the mar c h t e ar gas
during
t~e
individually and form a new demonstration at the Justice
group once on the Avenue. But D e partment later in the
A~tcr

the

~~1 ·down the l\laU . to
rro~ tol Tiu· marshalls tned
re "

1

PROTESTORS with death masks pointed on their faces march down Pennsyl vanio Ave.
guarding government buildings
along the Ma ll. Ma ny of the
officers returned the sign and
smiled .
When the URI group arrived
at t he Mo nument a studen t
said, " Let's form a circle." The
marchers respo nded by holding
hands with a rms ext ended and
maneuvered until a circle was
formed. They then sat down
on the grassy slo pe about 500
feet from t he Monument.
Whi le
th e
speakers
addressed the rally, some of
the Rhode Island marchers ate
or anges and sand wiches while
others walked up the hill in an
attempt to see t he speakers
over the heads of the large
crowd. S.:veral students fro m
Brown University and other
Rhode Is.land colleges joined
the URI group.

The Justice Department
afternoon. A few of them were
parti c ipating in
th e
demonstration in front of the
building and others were
viewing it from the sidewalk
when the gas was released by
the police.
Bill Southern, an organizer
of the Exodus group, was
walking down Constitution
Avenue calling th.rough f a.
megaphone for all Rhode
(Continued oo page 10)
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MODEL SKELETON is used to symbolize those killed
in Vietnam.
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STUDENTS attempt to word off the cold Washington air by huddling together.
(CootiJlued from pa•e 9)
Island studen ts to leave the
area when the gas drifted into
his face. He returned to the
buses after washing his eyes
out with water.
The students who were
participants in the
~monstration did not have
kind words for the police,
referring to them as "pigs" and
saying tbat more gas than was
necessary was used to disperse
the crowd.

The students wh o
participated only in the
peaceful march to the
Monument held the opposite
view. When a radio station
reported the Chief of
Washington Police, Jerry V.
Wilson, as saying th.a t the
marchers had for the most part
behaved with restraint, one
student commented that so
had the police.
In the last hour before the

'fhe Return

buses . departed for URI, the
marchers, tired and relieved,
tallced with the students who
bad been tear-gassed and
listened to radios for any
mention of the march.
·
·'Exhausted after over• JIJ.
hours on the bus, the veterans
of the March on Washington
arrived back in Kingston,
Rhode lsland at 6:30 a.m.
Sunday. As they left the buses,
some vowed to return next
month while others talked of a
second march on the Pentagon.

YOUNG MARCHERS gather around small fire neor
the Monument ofter the rally.

The buses left Washington at 8: 10 p.m. and joined the thousands of cars and
hundreds of buses heading North. It took them over two hours to reach Baltimore.
The Maryland State Police blocked the entrance into one of the rest areas on the
Turnpike, apparently because it was overflowing with buses and cars. The bus was
forced to leave the Turnpike and stop at a shopping center as the only rest stop on
the way back.

AS NIGHT APPROACHED, marches st rolled between the M
ment and the tower erected by the television networks.

They°::~;

behind o city dist urb ed and frightened
.
, Those who Ie ft , d'...,.,

peace
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1.,RI t,eocon
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~" cc1ne~o<.1v
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ir,rtrr t<> t ,e

1'<0\,.

11ucr , ,., , .,u,
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r tor

fete1·a11 of Ra111's l)e11 \Va1~
DescI·ibes Gue1·1·illa Tactics
con·

[)c3! 111
Bc: t>f

the reorlo who
,s teller moy have
rt:1d th a IJ!tlt ino dent in
. , m~d al lhuon Ram's
I~ !,lc!Jl~". No,· 10th al
[)("P fdon,a,t. 'm<' If ro they
......, ooon • ·
· •
,,~~ t,J 1{ theY t hose to sit
~ •._j• enjo)'. enjo)·'. with
~ and arnuscd Jeta~ment;
; sptcucle ot, oh. Id ~>
d 16 to 20 clowns, poSJng
ar<'~ I's" ud "\'iet-Coog,"
a, d go~ tbroush the motions
111
h jnctedible qwckness of
11
"
1 ''mock battle." I
fi&hllll&if you blinlced, you
aieanj it.
WU 011 e of the clowns. We
l ourselves "guerilla
l
ca ttr.. Wt are <:e'rtainly
lhUteUIS and probably all of
amsare t~rriblt actors ROTC
usuld have put on a more
:onncing performance. We
"dn't practice as much for our
wt"'•• as they do in their "war
IW'6 .. m
· part '-~ca"- we
g:unes
"" ~
d •1• have the ultimate
JD~:ntion of ma.king wu for
real. In part also because our
Ngani.zation is terribly
informal - our " leader" is one
of us. We are motivated by a
most awkward idealism and
maybe we make foois of
ourselves, maybe there aren't
enough of us. although in one
sense I know our number is
melevaot.
The d a Y of
the
demo nstration, my father
asl.ed me, "Are you becoming
a radical?" I told him I already
was. isn't that a joke, though?
The real radicals are the
char ming and forceful
personalities oo campus who
are involved with
the
significant , important
organizations lilce SDS, or i.s it
SDA? When people start
throwing abbreviations at me I
get confused. Anyway, the real
radicals are busy promoting
bus rides to Washington. They
probably regard us as wayward
children, because they stand
aloof, I mean, when time
comes to put oo t he paper
bats, and rub chalk o n one's
face, they are not around. A
1rue radical must preserve his
dignity
If moral support
meao t anything, "guerilla
~-'

nur

the.'llt1r" woulJ be nhle lo tack
,1, w,~lfoh ,·hc,psand gnn wlth
anllCll)aticm of tho next stunt
But no .. .lt se.-rm ll> me Cron;
what I know ot hlsto
h
so. c , I I e d
I ry I a~
''rcvol~tionary.. ~ rdrn
al"
•
ra 1.ca
organitaltons meVitabl)
the line _between revol~~i~~
an~ reac~on. Why isn't there
iUl)
W&)
protes~ can be
effccl1vely registered by
concerned un•tcun and not by
professional stalwarb?...
I wu pretty goddamn
scared ns l stood poised for
action at the Ram's Den door.
My mouth was dry and I
couldn't see. I don't think I
w_as alone in that respect,
either. The crowd inside
numbered around I 500, the
pla~ was packed. What an
audJence. Nobody likes to be
mterrupted when he's eating.
Then our lea_der_ gave the signal
that our sacrifmal "Gook" had
been killed, and our G.L Paul
R
evere ran in yelling "The
Gook's ~- Coming!" 1
followed him into a confusion
behind and before of shouts
and screams, to burp . guns,
b!urred faces. G .I. lchak): an_d
high above the din, Lets
Spend The Night Togeth er'' by
the ~oiling ~tones. 1 fell,
groarung, b~t tt all w~n~ too
fast, we died too willingly,
~fore the s~ene had time to
hit anyone it was over. A nd
some':>ne rolled 00 my head.
Fact It, we all fell flat m more
ways than one.
We picked ounelves up, and
someone gave me 3 leaflets to
hand out. My fright had
changed to embarassment;
there had ben scattered,
surprised and perhaps
contemptous applause, but
most people seemed inclined to
look the other way. I looked
for tables at the edge of the
crowd to hand out the leaflets:
I wanted out, and fast. The
first person I gifted with our
own little truth was, I guess, a
younger faculty member,
drinking coffee with three
probably colleagues who also
refrained from looking at me.
This guy was -let's see - OK.
he was a language instructor,
fluent in French and so neatly

PIER CLEANERS
MEMORIAL UNION
Next to Bowling Alley

Dry Cleaning and Shirt Service
Hours -

3 to 6 -

Mon to Fri.

Drop Box Service at Any Time

Phone 783-4932

PRE-REGISTRTION
SPRING, 1970
ALL STUDEN TS PICK UP
PRE-REGISTRATION MATERIALS

Thurs. & Fri. - Nov. 20 & 21
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL UNION BALLROOM

--

dr
.
ou~~~c~, •lur 11t•phomv11,
_rs
really ':1P5el hJS
d1gest1on, curdle~ l11s cotfoe I
put ,tho lttlcr in lront of b.im, I
don l know If It,· reaJ II. Next
wa~ a large, bearded person
lllttm~ wllh u friend 'I • t
"
.
· • < s :ued
1
;~:~i~~or:~~~y
~
1
you? Finally, he took 5 the
lc.aflct.

m!!!f j~

. The third recipient was a
rucc broad, at whorn I all at
once rett inclined to wink, and
did, th~~by earning a surp~,
for srruling she winked back.
She even took the leaflet. I was
filled with elation at my first
good move of the day and felt
lifted enough to move
SLOWLY out of the Ram's
Den, firing my tommy gun a
couple of times as I went. I
st00d near the EXODUS desk
for a while. talkmg with the
reSt of the troop· troupe?
A photographer for the
BEACON
a
dark
cbee~ul-looking, burly typ~
weanng a heavy Army
pea-jacket came out of the
Ram's Den and engaged in
brief conversation with one of
our broads, The talk went
something like this:
Broad: Hey, you took our
p~cture <Udn't you? (Noticing
his Jacket) Hey are you in
ROTC?
Photog.: No, I'm not.
Broad: Well, do you believe
in ROTC? that there should be
a ROTC?
Photog.: Have you • ever
gone to ROTC? Been to a
ROTC meeting?
Broad; Oh, sure, lots.
Photog.: Well, let me put it
this way. I believe in freedom
ofchoice.
If I remember correctly,
that's where the conversation
ended. What a noble. all
i n cl us iv e,
Io ft y
and
condescending statement to
make in those drcumstances!
Wow, he)•, beautiful! Yessir, I
believe in freedom of choice,
too. Hey tell me where they
hand it out. I want some.
CALL ME YELLOW
BUT SET ME FREE
FROM THE U.S. AR-MEE
Mr. Photographer, what if
my draft board exercises its
freedom of choice and
CHOOSES to draft itself a
weird little "guerilla theater"
radical? If you look at me in
the stupid 11ey they seem to
look at people, I might be
co ns:idered a reprehensible
thorn in the sufferin• side of
Richard "Dick's the One"
Nixon. I just took my ph ysical,
I'm one-A, that's nothing,
they'll take anyone, even Jews
and CULLUD PEOPLE, and
blind beggars in time, too, I do
believe I wouldn't mind that
bullshit part of life as an
American except that the
people who fin d reason to
wage wars in this country don't
seem to be too ~ful of t he
why and how of what they are
doing. I mean , maybe they're
right, I don 't want. to be the
first native of Po ntiac, Rho de
I sl and ever to lose an
undeclared war. Even if all it is
at the moment is an undeclared
LULL. How do t he people in
ROTC or in the U.S. Army fee l
about dying for our country
during an undeclared LULL?
Negation of Negation. But of
course I've still got freedo m of
choice - I can choose to u) go
t o war, b) go to Canada , c ) go
u p the shaft of some Federal
pen. Where they like young
boys. Thank you very much ,

St tulr~ut Heht ls l.1ikened 1~o
l•ast 'Pionet. . r~ of }'>rotest'
11

Dear Sir
W,;, c.rn try u wo like lo
quell student rchellion, hul the
f·,ct remain& that Jtudcnll are
young, crying out ogainst
tnJ11sl1s-e, a-s were tho~,·
pioneers of protest, Thomu
Jeflcrsnn. Ben Franldln, Tom
Paine, and even "good old"
George Waslungton .
The~e children are
g r c a t · gr a n d s o n s
o f
revolutionaries, so what can we
expect? They have Inherited,
the traditions and lhe buis of a
now world.

rllvnlu11,J11 and in~p1rcd by h111h

1dcal.:J an,t n, 11cn After all, lhe

beirl•1u1ns of revolut,on, the
lkclarohon ot Independence
and thll BiU or Rights, a1c n,)t
the quiet, ocqu,e1ccnt
documents hutory has let them
becorn~ They are VJOlcnt,
active, positive atatements, a
demand for freedom and
justice. How can we expe-ct
children ot a country founded
on revolution not to actively
protest for their ideaJs?
The
Declaration of
Independence lS a more
revolutionary statement than
anytbing these S.D.S., or
student "rioters" (passive
demonstrators) have come up
with yet. So is civil war!

After all, America was
founded by people who were
dissatisfied by intolerance, etc.,
in the old world. And who had
the courage to set out to an
unknown destination across
the seas? These children of the
revolutionaries have naturally
inherited these tendencies and
will not sit idly by, condoning
conditions which, to them, ue
int olerable.

Remember, these children
had their cradles rocked by
atom· bombs - maybe in
H i r O s h i 01 a ,
but
t he
rcpercus:;ions were felt around
the world. Why shouldn't they
protest their inheritance? Peace
If Jefferson had sat idly by, makes more sense than war (if
if he had not had the will, not more money), especially
defiance, and deterrrunation to when war to the students
actively protest existing means universal annihilation.
conditions, we would still be a
If the young do not protest,
British colony.
who will?
These youngsters have an
Roberta E. Thompson
American heritage, cradled in
(Mrs. A. Ralph Thompson)
sir, I choose to be screwed,
blued, or tattoed, it don't
matter.
I would like in closing to
make complaint of the quality
of the BEACON's coverage of
"guerilla theater." Granted,
printing our story on the back
page with the URI sports was
appropriate in that our fiasco
was linked at least by
proximity with URI's other

failures. However, would it
h;;ve been at all possible to
write a story about what
happened that at least gave the
reader an idea of what it was
like to be there? Has anyone
on the BEACON ever read
Norman Mailer? Does your
budget allow for qualified
subjective description?
Tbankyou,
DaVtd M. Bowers

11~,,, .11~1rs1n?
Sl~llttlrS
LOOK INTO
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

•

DEC. 29 &30
at Robert Troot Hotel
Newark, N. J.

•

PRIVATE INTERVIEWS
With Looding Jersey Cos.
No Cost or Obligation
Send Coupon For Full Details

~,,.

~
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CAREERS UNLIM ITED
G reater
Chamber of Comm"'ce
1 180 R aym011d F.llvd .• N ewark, N. J. 07102

,._,k

Your Name
Ho me Address

The Ultl

Key System for Freshmen

STUDENT RATHSKELLER JOBS

Women Meets With Approv

11 ul •••• fer 1"'9ffiew.

For THANKSGIVING VACATION
are you going to NEW YORK CITY
or points beyond 1

..
:,,.. ·

::, i ~ i ~ ;
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19, 1

-NOTICE-

,.._. lip up at the l11forfflatio11 Dnk for ap-

.I :
·, ' 1 ~ : •
'
' ~ ' '

8aoc:on. ~ . Mowiw,lbe,

Now is the time to buy your ALMEIDA IUS
ticket for your vocation travel. You hove o choice
of sewn trips to go home on, whatever day you're
leaving.. AND a choice of seven or eight trips to
come bock on, too.

Every trip stops right ot the Memorial Union.
And there's unlimited space under the bus for your
luggage. Buy your ticket os soon os possible and
we'll pion for enough buses to handle the de~nd.
For tickets or more information, contact your
dorm's campus agent (see posters ....erywhere fo,
names and addresses), or coll

JOHN UVDAR. 792-S27I
ALSO SUVICE TO
N.., l.oftclon · N.., lecffoNI • Cape Co4

-----

1be Unmnity of Rhode
bland'• ~ t step to abolish
frelhman curfews, and work on
a key qatem appears to haft
had a fa..orable impact on hall
dorectora, upper clusmen, and
freshmen.
The moft to abolish
freshman curfews, originated
,ewnJ weeu ago in a proposal
worked out by freshman
women in Barlow. The petition
read:
"We the freshman worn.an
of Barlow Hall believe th.at
freshman women are entitled
to the ame ri&hta, pri'rilegies.
and responsibilities as upper
clul women; and believing that
within ourselves resides the
maturity and good judgment
to regulate our own lives, do
petition the University and the
AWS (Association of Women
Students) to abolish freshman
curfews, and initiate the key
system."
On the basis of this idea, the
plan began to tue shape. The
airls from Barlow then
circulated petitions in all the
dorms, and presented them to
the AWS.
In genenl both the student
body and the various house
mothen are in favor of the new
system, now in it's second
week. The philosophy In favor
of the system can best be
described by one of it'a
initiators Barban Huppee. hall
director of Barlow.
"The University has an
obligation to provide a social as
well as an academic education
for it's students. The greatest
number of houn spent in

SORORITY RUSH

college is spent out of the
clasaroom, and a tremendous
amount of leamin1 takes place
in
the resident halls,
fraternities, and sororities."
Student& must theRfore
learn to dewlop Jjudgment,
and be able to regulate their
own lives. The dilemma of
what to do with freshmen has
long plagued the Univenity.
Freshmen say. let them handle
the problem themtelves, and
URI has consented.
One of the basic points up
for dispute, since the ta1lt of
the new system began, was
whether or not to give the
freshman the privileges first or
second semester. Some
students, and freshman
theJNClves, felt that first
semester was too soon and that
they needed at least one
semester to adjust to the
college situation before they
could be expected to discipline
themtelves. Cindy Hatcher, a
sophomore fro m Hutchinson ,
felt strongly that the average
freshman
needed thi~
adjustment period . Cindy, and
a scattered few other upper
classmen felt that girls often
used a curfew as an excute to
come back to the dorm if they
were not happy with their
date.
Opposition to th.ls point of
view was strong. Many hall
directors felt that the
unlimited overnights for
freshmen which had already
been in effect created a worse
problem for the students.
Under these circumstances, if a
student knew that be would be
at a party or something which
lasted beyond curfew, they
would take an overnight in
order to stay out.
Another problem with the
key system, concerns the
amount of keys presently in
the dorms. It has been
suggested by many, including
Esta Skoburn, hall director of

Al4!ich, that all studenu lint
their own key made, instead of
b:avm1 to ugn one out e
time they needed one ~
would_help eliminate any kia4
?f a sagn out system, and help
in t~e case _of a key shona
F1ntly. sance the system ~
been in effect there has been
no such shoruge. Eten In
dorms where there are only SO
keys to meet the needs of 450
students. there bas been
difficulty. Secondly, there
the problem of studenb
returning to the dorms over the
holidays and being able to let
themselves in and out Mn.
Sko_burn sugguted that ·safety
c ~ be put on the panic ban
to. uuure the b~ding frolll
being entered. Thi, point wu
rt:futed by Nancy Noga, ball
direct_or of Weldin, who claims
that ti IS a state YJolation to
hav~ doon locked up witb
chains.
_In any event, new keys ue
being ordered and freshman
have been granted tbe
responsibility of regulatlns
their own curfews. What tbe
parents of the$e freshman hi'lt
to say about it has not been
discovered. Because they wcn
not_ _ consulted when tbe
decuion was made, it 11
doubtful that many of the111
have heard about it. So far
there have been no complaints
to hall directors. Whether or
not the system will satisfy iu
aims, only time will telL

n:

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE -Hammer
wooden skis, 6'6", with full
rel= Look-Nevada heel and
toe bindings. Scott poles, SI"
Dover Sixth Place Lockini,
trunk-type ski carrier. All in
excellent condition, priced for
quick sale. Also 28-watt
Heathkit stereo amplifier and
Heathkit AM-FM stereo tuner.
Cheap speakCTS avai!Jble also.
Make oifer after 6 p.m. it
295-5506.

CONVOCATION • WED., NOV. 19 • 1 P. M.
Edwards Auditorium

ROUND ROBIN
NOVEMBER 22 and 23
Union Ballroom • 12:15 P.M.

ROUND ROBIN REGISTRATION
Nov. 20, 21 • 1 to 5 P.M.

INFORMAL RUSH REGIST_!tATION
Nov. 24 and 25
IFC Office • Union
All Freshman and Transfer Women

Sales and Sales Management
Trai'ning Program
This Program is designed to develop young college gradual~ fOI
careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It p(OVidel1
an initial training period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at
Home Office School) before moving into full sales work,
(
Those trainees who are interested in and who are ,ottd
qualified for management responsibility are assured of ~
opportunity to move on to such work in either our field 0
or in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.
.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunJill
for those accepted,
Arrange with the placement office for an interview w,tn:

Mr. Henry M. Cooper, C.L.U,
Mr. Leonard E. Lesser
December 9, 1969
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:;srdl ,~d ac..--ord~n:ii~ the
~ ' s p051uon \\ o
g1on
.'f""'"·..
....u:t J&kl that thc
crowfd
w,.rter o o
-:lllli,rred cm a 4 the t,lew
!II- tion.
w~~mcruttee to
u t,ilJ.Ulll)I)
lu f
the W.ir in Vietnam, c e
~sor of the march, g~ied
..nidP3!J"'D of 800,
to
1'"",-roilhOD·
•
.:I•
march, cJi.ma:ung three
~f rotr-SI, t>cgan shorth
41};'
"Marcll
40-how
i!ttr Death"
dUllJ'IJ v.b1ch
W!'111
o,OOO Amtri~-an
4
(lllllCS 01n illltd
Vietnam
10
1tf'l~c:ied on placards past
..-:.~ hite Hoose and placed III
t!le V.
the Capitol.
.:ofiins 11bet'S waUced down
rr!::1~ua Me. to 15th St.
·h Wblte Hoose where
n(M 1 ' ed toward the Mall.
~c) 1':d parked dt)' buses
roh.:c t bumper along the
~wnp(r O meet facing the
;,Je ol t~e use to prevent
White trat~rs from attempting
demons ·h th e A line of
10 mare
er ·
<Olllllteer student man.halls
1IU Conned
between the
lllll'chc" and the )'.)Olice line to
t confrontauons·
pitmi
~UBERATED"
STREETS
At the rally's end,
tbousands of marc~ers
,ueamed from the Mall into
~ downtown area. The city
streets were characterized by
an almost carnival atmospb.ere
., returning marchers walked
down the middle of the streets
and am:n,es
They walked between the
buildings of govcmmental
departments as though, for
,while at least, the streets were
theirs. Police cars and
motorcycles went up and down
the same streets, but the two
forces genernlly ignored each
other. The police did not
attempt to clear the streets and
the marchers mostly young
peole, did not seek a
confrontation.
Young people crowded into
restaurants and drug stores to
tat or to drink something bot
after standing in the cold all
morrung. The easy manner in
which they behaved and were
accepted made it appear as
though an event such as this

'"J

Jc

occured

every

Saturday

afternoon in Washington.
Many of them walked up to

Inst.Jo 1h1:1 uo11 ~tes of th~

DepartJDC!nt of Cornmcr~-e ■

soldier in full comNit ""lr
I d his
...
wa kc
guard post. 8ebmd
him senral trucks could he

seen.
One of the mlltly soldiers
statJoned behind the uon gates
around the l>tpt. of Commerco
•
can:ied a gas mm and two
canisters of gas. !i,n M-14 rifle
was held on lus nght shoulder,
the ammunition magazine not
being loaded into the weapon.
When a mare.her gave tum the
pc~~ ~ h~, returned it
S8)_ mg,
Peoce
In the same
~uildmg tw~ Gl's_ placed a
Peace .Now sign in a second
nooot~!~wstit t ·
A
.
u 10n
ve, 1n
fro n l
of I he
Lab O r
Department, several thousand
people took part in or watched
an
S D S •s p o n •0 red
demonstration supporting
worke!s on strike at General
Electnc plants across the
ati·
n on.
About !Omen.representing
th e F Bl and the New
Mobilization Com!llittee, were
dcscrib;no
the situation to the1·r
-<&
respective headquarters over
walkie talkies. A man on a
motorcycle, a reporter from a
local radio station, gave his
description through the remote
broadcasting unit strapped
onto his back. Young people
carrying everything from the
flags of the United States and
the National liberation Front
to little dogs and beach
blankets, strolled ca1mly along
t.h e avenue stopping for awhile
to watch the demonstration
and moving on.
MARCH ON JUSTICE
ln sharp contrast to t he
festive mood in the streets
immediately after the rally's

•••

J/f

11
the o.rell b,Ucving tha1 tear ps had ~fr~~e;• ~.~dMa~~~~!;',~
10
Constitution Avn u mg on been used "Wallo., Wulk" b
U
and cxplo-'ve
e was tense
people hepn 10 chant and the
Y po ce
"'
l
ed
Ille VIOient conlrontallon
At ab-Out . 4 30 P m the cro"":' tcttl
down and fciu ,1ccwcd while olhcr narchua
dtnu>nMrators in front of tho IUh!oed .
.h
,. were picking up 1hc littc, in
l.abor T)epartment b
t
man wit •n umbrclw r ont 0 f th
S h
march O c•
. cgan °
walked up to a window tn the
'
e
nut soman
the Justfi:c·~:~~~~!!o~ ~e
Internal . Kevenuc Building and ~~:::entTh;asar~aotfeC:r
helmeted .POii ·e ~
. " od br0ke it. Several i\menc;,,n dozens of $mall campfi- u
with
" men eqwppe
flags were tak~n down and,
•~•
enc gas ma&ks . and clubs according to the news me<lia. 11 mnrcbcrs attempted to keep
th 1rcled the building awai1mg Vietcong flog wu raised 81 the warm in the cold even1I1t1 aic.
e announced '!'~ch. A
Justice buildlllg. A H.:rtz: rental ·111,se calm scenes wc,c ended,
second line wu positioned on truck was dnven up the ho we v er , w he a th c
the opposite sid~s of the str1:ets crowded avenue al high speed, pohce-ttudenl confront.ation
around the b111td~g to keep fordng the youthful spectators mJde its way onto the Mall
spei:tator; on thc_s.idewalk.
to scatter.
around 7:00 p.m. The area was
The marcher~, movm.g at
The police cleared the cleared by pol.ice and students
almost a run, turned an_d avenue by firing volleys of tear returned to the bus parking
proceeded ~oward Penn.~ylva1UO gas canisters into the ~rowd. areu.
J:'e?;dc-.antcasture t.:::::•:•:❖:•:•:•:•·•;•;•;o;•;•;•.•.•,•··•:•:•·❖:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;•;,;•.·.·.···································· ~
-w en
puo •,❖•
... •·
T • Agn_ew. a number of red ;:~·
flags. Yippee penants and a few ,:.:,
NLF flogs.
.
~
T he
de mo n st rat 1 on ::,.
appeared to have been directed ;♦"
~ factions of SDS and the :!.
~ u th lnternattonal Party ,;
(Y1p,,,..e).
.-c••
r
:~:
The
size of the•:>
demonstration has been
estimated by the news media
to have been between 5,000
and 10,000 in number. The
march was long enough to
almost encircle the Justice
building leaving a gap of about
I 00 yards between the
beginning and end of the
march.
Marchers taunted the ii9lice
by chanting, "Oink Oink,
piggy piggy." The scene
became explosive when the
m a r ch e rs m ass e d
On
Constitution Ave. in front of
the building, chanting and
throwing fllecrackcrs.
The explosion of the
firecrackers caused many
people on the avenue, which
was jammed with spectators
Jus!Jca Oep~7m': 1 ~

'r

!~
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University of San Diego Law School

PROF. HERBERT LA.ZEROW
Save 75c

WILL DISCUSS

through Thurs. , and see the year's greatest hit ot

Thurs., November 20, at 10:00 a.m.
20S Rockefeller Library, Brown Univ.

reduced admission Anyone connected with URI.

Students - Faculty - Personnel

INMLI

179,542 FLUNKED
Thau how many appl.icanta for
Life Insurance fail.ed the health
exam la.at year.

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Northwestern puts the accent on the individual . . . the worlds largest company
specializing in individual Life Insurance. Ask your NML man about it.
CALL 789-0251 OR DROP IN •

Save 75c

Simply present your ID Cord ot Box Office, Mon.

CALIFORNIA LAW SCHOOLS

THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY•MILWAUKEE

Save 75c

KINGSTON INN
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Hutchinson Hall Has First
Full-Time Male Resident
Mr. Sweet, a graduate
Hutchinlon Hall became the
first women's dormitory to student in psychology, is also
have a full-time, legal male required to attend evening
resident when Gerald Sweet house council meetings and to
moved into the visiting work with residence ball staffs.
The initial negative response
housemother's apartment two
weeks ago. As Mr. Sweet's job to Mr. sweet 's arrival at
assisting Associate Dean of Hutchinson has subsided. Girls
Students Thomas J. Fencil on the wing adjaoent to his
requires long evening hours, apartment originally protested
Dean Fencil felt it necessary to Dean Fencil fruitlessly and
that housing on campus be now are just as glad. "He
doesn't bother us," said one
provided.
Mr. Sweet, previously freshman. "We don't even
employed as assistant hall know he's there." Another girl
director in Browiing, is in added "sometimes I look
charge of handling all incidents twice, though, when I hear a
involving students that occw man's voice coming from the
during the evening hours. He is apartment."
Over.rll attitude in the donn
respon.sible, Dean Fencil said,
for dealing with such things as seems to be indifferent. As hall
raids and food fights and director Mrs. Mary Walker put
decides who to call in case of it, "We just don't want to
pry."
emergency.
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Admittedly living in a
"fishbowl," Mr. Sweet has
overcome his IDle&SY feeling
and just doesn't ''want to
disrupt the girls• pattern of
living." Being the first male
resident in a female donnitory,
Mr. Sweet feels be will be
watched closely by all
involved, but refuses to
recognize any pressure upon
bim. "I consider this a new
learning experience," he
offered.
"He is a separate entity
here," asserted tbe ball
director, explaining that Mr.
Sweet has his own apartment
entrance from the main lobby
so that be doesn't use tbe girls'
corridor. In his apartment are
all private utilities and kitchen
facilities.
Now fairly i.mJ:nune to the
stares from j)oys seeing him
walk into the apartment and
from the girls when be uses a
key to get inside after curfew,
Mr. ~eet is beginning to feel
at home.
He expressed a sincere
desire to "get to know the girl!
much better" adding that he'd
"be perfectly happy to have
them come in and visit.''
Asked what he'd do if given
the opportunity to move out
of Hutchinson before next
June, Mr. Sweet said he'd want
to stay where he is, saying "J
lilce this fine. "'

ickets On Sale -

$25.
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·SHIRTS

Students fromlndia at URI
will pre~nt HUM DONC
("The Two of Us"), a Hindi
movi_e with English subtitles,
starnng Dev Anand, Nanda,
and Sadhana, on Saturday,
November 22, at 7:00 p.m. in
Independence Auditorium. The
donation will be SI.SO, and
proceeds will go to the aid of a
protest for improving the
education of some schools in
India.

The Pennsylvania Department of Highways wants to help you do just this. Make
a safer and more secure future for yourself
and millions of Americans, by helping plan
Pennsylvania's highways. The need for
,taster highways, that will carry more vehicles, creates an unusual engineering problem. This is a challenging goal which only
the best Civil Engineers can tackle. Imaginative, Intellectually aggressive, and visionary men are the only kind we can use.
If you flt the description, the Pennsylvania
Department of Highways wants you. We will
otter promotions, benefits, and high startIng salaries.
If you want to do some good, come see
the Pennsylvania Department of Highways
Career Representative on your campus.
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Lined with acrylic pile
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WAKEFIELD SHOP
WAKEFtELD, R. I.

career
.
.
eng1neer1ng
'

opportunities
/or ,enfon in all brnncht>• o/ t>ngine,,ring

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18
Appo\11.t111eate allo11.ld be aide

in

DECEMBER 11, 1969

Pennsvlvania
Department of Highwavs
Bureau of Personnel /Harrisburg, Pa. 17120
~N EQUAL OPPORTUNITr EMPLOYER

•d•uee Uaftlotll your
Colle•• Pl1eemeat Olftee
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At NSA,
our successes depend on yours.
Because of the nature and scope of the Naticnal Security Agency's mission.
our successes are In direct relation to your achievements.
At NSA, we are responsible for designing and developing secure/invulnerable
communications and EDP systems to transmit, receive and analyze much of our
nation's most vital information. The advancing technologies applied in this work
are such that they will frequently take you beyond the known and accepted
boundaries of knowledge. Consequently, your imagination and resourcefulness
are essential qualifications for success.
The CMeer Scene at NSA: ENGINEERS will find work which is performed
nowhere else .
devices and systems are constantly being developed which
are in advance of any outside the Agency. As an Agency engineer. you will
carry out research, design, development, testing and evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale cryptocommunications and EDP systems. You may also participate in related studies of electromagnetic propagation. upper atmosphere
phenomena, and solid state devices using the latest equipment for advanced
research within NSA's fully Instrumented laboratories.
MATHEMATICIANS define, lormulate and solve complex communications-related
problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, and combinatorial analysis
are but a few of the tools applied by Agency mathematicians. Opportunities for
contributions in computer sciences and theoretical research are also offered.
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS participate In systems analysis and systems programming related to advanced scientiflc and business applications Software
design anct development is included, as well a, support in hardware design,
development and modification.
Career Benefits: NSA's liberal graduate study program permits you to pursue
two semesters of full-time graduate study at full salary. Nearly all academic
costs are borne by NSA. whose proximity to seven universities is an additional
asset.
Starting salaries. depending Ofl wucation and experience, range trom $9, 1_6!).00
10 $15,000.00, and increases w ii Joi/ow systemat,cally ;is you assum.:, add1t1onal
responsibility. Further, you w,11 enIoy tl)e \'Bried career benefits and, other advantages ot Federat emp/()yrr ent 11,th0l.!I the necessity or Civil Service certification.
Check with your Placement O/1,ce Ior further information about NSA, or write
10: Chief. College Relations Branch. Nat,onal Secu11ty Agency, Ft. George G.
Meade, Md. 20755. Attn· M321 An eQuat opportunity employer, M&F.
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Coach
Zilly
Resigns

COACH Jock Zilly, Story

on page one.
HALFBACK WARREN HOUSTON carries for the Roms in Saturday's game
against Connecticut Thot game wrapped up the season for URI with two
wins and seven losses.

BY PAUL KENYON
Some.how, the whole
afternoon seemed like a fitting
ending to that kind of a season,
The crowd seemed a little
larger than usual-maybe
because of all the talk about
the coach-but seemed to be
doing all the things a typical
URI football crowd does,
The highlight, or at least the
only ti.me they all seemed to be
paying attention, was at half
time with That Ram Band and
the Ramettes as good-and
sexy-as usual,
One student, staggering a
bit, was asked to leave the field
shortly before the half after he
had borrowed and begun
waving one of the red flags
marking the boundary of the
end zone, Then, early in the
second half, that same student
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Gloomy Season Ends
turned up in the middle of a
mild disturbance on the
Connecticut side of the field
and, still staggering, was
escorted off the field with his
hands handcuffed behind bis
back after he had refused a
polite helping hand from two
campus policemen
EV,ERYTHING DIM
The weather ·also kept in
tune with the spirit of the day.
Suddenly, midway tluough the
third period everything became
very dark and looked just as it
was - witJ1 the end very near.
Even \he football team
played its typical game - the
defense was ineffective, the
offensive line was poor, and
the quarterback and his

WAA Field Hockey Team
Has Successful Season
The Women's Athletic
Association's field hockey
team bas ended a highly
successful season. compiling a
record of five WUIS and only
one loss. The team is under the
direction of Mrs. Claire
Robinson, This season's lone
defeat came when U.R.L
dropped a one point decision
to a strong team from the
University of Bridgeport. ln
the opening game of their
campaign, the team combined
a well balanced scoring attack
with a fine defensive effort in
holding Rhode Island College
to only two goals while scoring
six, their highest game total of
the season, The team next
VlSlted Connecticut College and
came home with a 4-2 victory.
Identical scores of 2--0 signaled
wins over their next two
opponents, the Unive~ity of
Connecticut and Pembroke. In
the final contest of their
season, the girls were victorious
again out scoring Bamngton
College: three goals lo lwo.
Senior Kathy Moretll led all
scorers with a season t~•lul of
m &oals. followed by lklty
Jankov.e.kl and Maureen Ford
w1lh four each . Two of tbe
sub, Sue MulVl:y and Joan

Sweeney, accounted for two

receivers were very good.
The defense, despite all its
troubles, played to the end like
a team battling for a
championship, A$ in the BU
game, where the game ended
with the URI defense making a
courageous goal-line stand
despite the fact that the game
was already lost, they never
gave up.
Their problem, though, was
that they simply did not have
the talent to battle many of
the teams they played, There
were exceptions of course. The
ends, Greg Bogdanich and
co-captain Warren Negri, were
strong and consistent all year.
Linebackers Dave McBrair and
Bill McMullen, while splitting
one job for much of the
season, both plaved fine ball.
OFFENSE
The offeni;i~., line, with
only one starter returning from
last year, simply could not put
it all together to give the
offense the
time and
·
d
protection it nee ed to be at
its best.
Though they did look good
at times, as in the BU game
when they did play a fine game
against the toughest line they
faced
all year, their
inconsistency took away much
of the effectiveness of URl's
pr~tyle offense.
The running backs, doing

goals each while Pat R uggjero
and Martha Allen each hit the
mark for one. With such a
successful season behind them
the team can look forward to
another bright season next year
as they lose only senior Kathy
Moretti from that strong
forward line.
The second team, coached
by Miss Beth Bricker, saw only
limited action this season as
they coupeted in three games,
Ending with a record of 1·1-1,
the girls lo~ their opener to
This Monday evening the
the Umvers1ty of Connecticut Blue Key is sponsoring three
by a score of 2-4, went on to basketball games for the
defeat Mit~hel Colle~e 2-1_, and benefit of the Campus Chest
close~ their ca'!lpaign .,..th a The games will be held at
1-1 lle_agamst Br!dgeport.
Keaney Gym and the donat10n
In mtcrcollegiate volleyball will be SO cents.
competition, both U .R .I. teams
The three games arc as
made an 1mpreSS1ve start with follows:
Victories over Rhode Island
Men's
residences vs
College. The first team won Women's residences - 6:30
both, games or their makh
Faculty vs STUDBnts
holdmg their opponents to 7.00
only two points in both games,
Varsity Scrimmage - 8 00
The second team also needed
Some of the facultv
only two_games to tnke their members who will be playinr
match. Wins Clime on scores ol arc Or Henry Carey, coach
I S-4 and 15-2 Co11chcd by Tom Carmody, coach Ted
Mu. Ioan Clegg the girl~ have Norris, Major Charles Heaton
five or Sil\ games remnming 011 o( ROTC and Prolessor Cr<»o
their achcdufo,
from lhc Biolon Oc:pt.

Basketball Benefit

the best they could with a
limited amount of blocking,
did an adequate job. Dick
Narcessian bad a tremendous
game against New Hampshire.
Steve Furness, Tom Wheeler
and tough little Pat Spitaletta
all performed creditably,
EHRHARDT
Hut, really, the only ones
who kept the season from
being a total loss were
quarterback Bob Eluhardt and
his fellow sophomore receivers.
Ehrhardt, listed as the
fourth quarterback on the
team as practice started
because of an injury which
caused h.im to miss spring
practice , took over at
quarterback for good in the
fourth game of the year and
brought a new life to the whole
team.

MIKE FORBES tokes 15
yard poss from Ehrhordt
for URI touchdown.

Chris Hess and Mike Forb(s,
played outstanding ball all
year.
Hess, the mori
spectacular of the two, bce1JDC
the team's deep threat Fo[bel,
better at the short game. caat
up with many big tbir~ don
Excelling both as a passer catches. Martin, rctumlll! fOI
and scrambler, Ehrhardt full time duty againStUC0l,'li,
completed more than I 00 caught silt passes Saturdl)'
passes for over 1,400 yards. including one for a toucbdo..-11.
Whatever else, he and his
Next year, with Ehrhard'
receivers made it at least an and all receivers to be aviiJablt
exciting season, Both his again along with a _couple~
touchdown passes in the 2S-1 S fine receivers III WG~.
loss to UCONN, for example, Denninston and Tom aSJ,
were on fourth down plays.
from the freshmn tearn1 tb<
1
Ehrhardt 's p8SSIJlg record Rams should have qUlte
looks even more impressive passing attack
when considered that after the
So, maybe next yw ... /us
second game, at Brown, the_ But, for now
mi
team's top three receivers, basketball season IS retuJtltht
starters Pete Martin and Steve and unlike last year, 1
Stramm and top sub Jimmy basketball team Iooall~ :
Nester, were all injured.
typical URI baskctb 1
HESS AND FORBES
Their replacements thougn,

good .
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What's more, the R_anie
should be even better 111d_::"
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The Afro- American SociR.t.Y
Thurs. Nov. 20th 7:30 P.M.
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